
Welcome to the first Casino of France, completely
renovated in 2005, who designed an original
atmosphere of the game, of fun and entertainment to
offer you a unique experience based on the free
movement between two distinct levels of play.

With its 487 slot machines, Casino Barriere
d'Enghien-les-Bains offers a diverse range of slot
machines: video poker, video-rolls with the latest
generation of touch screens and Hollywood
scenarios, and you provide entertainment and
intense emotions (Mises between 1 percent and 10
€).

The casino is open also in the larger room games in
France, with spacious rooms offering more than forty
table games combining prestige and excitement
around the English Roulette, French Roulette, Black
Jack, Stud Poker, Chemin de Fer, Punto Banco and
Texas Hold'em Poker.
Luxury table games, exclusive VIP lounges, lively
atmosphere and unforgettable sensations in the
world of slot machines, in Enghien-les-Bains,
everything is permitted to entertain you with the
most exciting casinos.

Two restaurants welcome you for a greedy break at
the very heart of the Casino Barrière :

Baccarat located on a lake, offers its customers
a cuisine accessible and refined in the magical
and exciting table games.
The Pearl's restaurant and bar sparkles like a
gem in the center of slot machines and makes
sparks side cuisine with delicious side dishes a
la plancha prepared under your eyes. Lounge
music and friendly atmosphere are a must!

Highlights: 

Times :
Hall of slots from 10am to 4am
Games room tables 16h to 4h
Poker-Room 20:15 to 4am

Right single entry :
Everyday : 16 €

Proper attire required: no jeans or trainers indoor
table games. Access is restricted to adults not
prohibited gambling, subject to the presentation of
an ID valid (valid passport for foreign nationals).

Contact: 

Tél. 01 39 34 13 00
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